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 Poly Performance       Furniture

 Escape to a place of fewer worries, a place where there is one less thing for you to think about.   There are some 

things that shouldn’t be on your mind, like whether or not your furniture will stand the test of time and the

 elements.  Escape Performance Furniture is built of premium poly lumber designed to resist the damaging 

effects of UV sun rays, mold and mildew.  Seating cushions and pillows are wrapped in a specialized water 

resistant liner then finished off in a wide array of legendary Sunbrella© outdoor fabrics.  These core ingredients 

coupled with time proven craftsmanship ensures a pleasurable escape for many years to come!
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OCCASIONALS

1173 COFFEE TABLE / 44”w X 22”d X 18”h
-Shown in Cherrywood

1176 END TABLE / 22”w X 26”d X 22”h
-Shown in Cherrywood
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SEATING
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Furniture shown on facing page - Top: Weatherwood poly, 58039 Gateway fabric / Bottom: Black poly, 7704 Rib Natural fabric 

1184 CHAIR / 34”w X 35”d X 37”h
-Cherrywood poly, 1000 BA Bessemer fabric

1187 OTTOMAN / 23”w X 16”d X 15”h
-Cherrywood poly, 1000 BA Bessemer fabric

1185 LOVESEAT / 60”w X 35”d X 37”h
-Weathered Wood poly, 42077 Hybrid Lime fabric

1186 SOFA / 86”w X 35”d X 37”h
-Black poly, 5438 Canvas Buttercup fabric

1161 RECLINER / 34”w X 35”d X 42”h
-Turf Green poly, 42048 Mainstreet Wren fabric

Ready forComfort?
 Starting with a strong inner     coil spring core, Escape cushions are 
then covered with thick layer of foam and Dacron. All this is protected by a 
waterproofing polypropylene layer to keep moisture and dirt from penetrat-
ing the foam layers. The outer Sunbrella© fabric cover is removable for easy 

cleaning and is available in hundreds of colors and patterns.
Visit www.sunbrella.com to see all the available choices!

-Accent pillow options shown on pg.6
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Create multiple configurations from 4 simple base 
units.  Each unit locks securely to the next to form 
a solid and seamless customized and expandable 

seating solution.

Accent Pillows

 
35”

31” 26”

35”
35”

-From wall corner to end of corner unit

35”

31”
45”

1116 RIGHT END UNIT 1115 CORNER UNIT1117 MODULAR UNIT 1116 LEFT END UNIT

All pieces are 37” high

-Shown in Tudor Brown poly, 45991 Fretwork Pewter fabric

1189 LARGE OTTOMAN / 36”w X 20”d X 15”h
-Tudor Brown poly, 5492 Canvas Flax fabric

1159 PILLOW  
-20” X 20”
-Available in any 
  Sunbrella© fabric 

1158 PILLOW  
-16” X 16”
-Available in any 
  Sunbrella© fabric 

Back view of Sectional
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What will you create?

Accent Pillows
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DINING
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1135 TABLE / 46”w X 33”d X 36”h
-Tudor Brown/Aruba Blue poly accents

1130 6 FT. UMBRELLA 
-Shown in 56905 Astoria Sunset fabric
-Available in any Sunbrella© Fabric  

1121 SIDE CHAIR / 20”w X 20”d X 46”h / Seat 23”h
-Black/Bright Orange poly accents

1122 ARM CHAIR / 25”w X 20”d X 46”h / Seat 23”h
-Tudor Brown/Aruba Blue poly accents

Adjustable Umbrella Angle

Welcome!
 The newest members of the Escape family have arrived! 
Sporting curved backs and your choice of contoured or cushioned 
waterproof seating, you can put it out and let it out. The perfect 
choice for deck, patio, and backyard dining.  All pieces feature our 
mortise and tenon  construction and concealed stainless steel 
hardware designed for years of beautiful use.
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 With 17 poly colors and literally hundreds 

of fabric options (visit www.sunbrella.com),

 there’s surely a combination to please.  

Furniture is available in single or two tone poly.
COLORS

Aruba Blue Black Blue Bright Orange Bright Purple Tudor Brown

Lemon YellowIvoryCherrywoodCedarCardinal Red

Lime Green Bright White Pink Patriot Blue Turf Green
Weathered 

Wood
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Not just for the Outdoors!

Warranty

 Escape furniture is equally at home in the sunroom, breezeway, screened-in porch or any high traffic area, 
especially if frequented by children or pets.

Poly Lumber: Escape Performance Furniture warrants to you, the original retail purchaser, twenty-five year protection against rotting, 
splintering and significant loss of color or structural damage due to termites or fungal decay. Manufacturing defects or rusting of screws and 
hardware is also included in this warranty.

Defective parts will be replaced or repaired at our discretion. Poly lumber is almost zero-maintenance but is NOT self-cleaning. Cleaning with 
water and soap will keep your furniture looking great for years to come.

Sunbrella© Fabric: Escape Performance Furniture warrants to you, the original retail purchaser, five-year protection against Sunbrella© fabric 
becoming unserviceable due to color or strength loss from normal usage and exposure conditions. Normal exposure conditions include sunlight, 
mildew and atmospheric chemicals.

Sunbrella© fabrics do not promote mildew growth, however, mildew may grow on dirt or other foreign substances. The best way to keep your 
fabric looking good is to brush off dirt before it becomes embedded in the fabric.

Seat and Back Cushions: Escape Performance Furniture warrants to you, the original retail purchaser, ten-year protection against manufactur-
ing defects of seat and back cushions. Cushion warranty covers loss of cushion resiliency but does not cover normal flattening and softening of 
cushions, which is a result of regular use and aging and should not be considered a manufacturing defect. If found defective, cushions will be 
replaced free of charge.

Cushion softness is significantly affected by the type of fabric that surrounds it. Where applicable, rotation of the cushion will greatly extend the 
life of both the cushion and fabric.

Springs and Recliner Mechanisms: Escape Performance Furniture warrants to you, the original retail purchaser, ten-year protection against 
manufacturing defects of the springs and recliner mechanisms.

Disclaimer for Recliners only: Recliners are not intended to be used in an unroofed area, become saturated with water or be exposed to salt water. 
All metal is painted with a premium paint, but warranty does not give protection against rusting on mechanisms if used in the conditions listed 
above.

Any of the above warranties are void if it is determined that the furniture was abused or is heavily soiled.
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